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The Body Shop and the successes and failures of their strategy EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The topic of this dissertation is
the strategy of The Body Shop and the .

Anita Roddick's social and ecological conscience initially stemmed from a lack of money. It lies. It was the
mids when her hippie hubby decided to emulate some long forgotten explorer and travel by horseback from
Buenos Aires to New York â€” for two years. Operating profits in the UK were just 4. It is timing too. As
competition in its niche market increases substitution becomes a bigger threat. Upon arriving back home she
met Gordon Roddick and felt she had an "instant bond" with him. This is one of the most important first steps
you need to accomplish as you start your business. Strategic management â€” The Body Shop Essay Strategic
management â€” The Body Shop Essay Strategic management is vital for the effective functioning of an
organization, should provide long term focus, and is founded on some process of analysis. Today corporate
leaders talk of their green credentials, and espouse notions of corporate responsibility. Mintel: 03 It also saw
of change of strategy regarding its marketing. Even though she had very few products initially, when you
entered her square foot store it would give the illusion that she carried over products. However, as the Body
Shop grew to become a powerful player in the cosmetics business, Roddick began to use her newfound
influence to try to have a positive impact on the world around her. Entrepreneurs are also now leading the way
to help others beyond their customers - they are using their companies to support the communities around
them and give back - not just because they can but because it also makes good business sense. So what were
the strategies employed by this pioneering entrepreneur? Yet it was Roddick who built a company around it
long before it was fashionable. But you have to believe that everything is possible. In The Body Shop
underwent an organisational and management shake-up which intended to reposition the group and rejuvenate
its performance. They are slowing down the fast global expansion of The Body Shop through franchising and
building to place resources in existing stores and buy existing franchises. Skill is not the answer neither
money. The meaning of Corporate Social Responsibility has changed since the early 20th century and it has
never been a straightforward. She started off selling 15 cosmetic products that she made in her garage and
packaged in recycled bottles to reduce the cost. They might also sap what entrepreneurial flair you have as
they force you into the template called an MBA Suffering from its earlier success it shows how the
competition has increased. Since , the company works together with environmental organisations and Friends
of Earth campaigning on major environmental issues such as Acid Rain, Tropical Rain Forests, and The
Ozone Layer etc. None of this appears on the curriculum of any business school. Must Watch Video
"Whatever you do, be different According to Roddick: "I hate the beauty business. In addition, it will discuss
why it is important to modern businesses. Roddick had never read a book on economic theory in her life and
while her naysayers believed this would be her downfall, Roddick saw it as one of her competitive advantages.
If you're different, you will stand out.


